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The existing wireless network intrusion detection algorithms based on supervised learning confront many challenges, such as high
false detection rate, difficulty in finding unknown attack behaviors, and high cost in obtaining labeled training data sets. This paper
presents an improved k-means clustering algorithm for detecting intrusions on wireless networks based on Federated Learning. The
proposed algorithm allows multiple participants to train a global model without sharing their private data and can expand the
amount of data in the training model and protect the local data of each participant. Furthermore, the cosine distance of multiple
perspectives is introduced in the algorithm to measure the similarity between network data objects in the improved k-means
clustering process, making the clustering results more reasonable and the judgment of network data behavior more accurate.
The AWID, an open wireless network attack data set, is selected as the experimental data set. Its dimensionality reduces by the
method of principal component analysis (PCA). Experimental results show that the improved k-means clustering intrusion
detection algorithm based on Federated Learning has better performance in detection rate, false detection rate, and detection of
unknown attack types.

1. Introduction

With the rapid development of wireless LAN and mobile
communication technologies, the WiFi network has become
an indispensable part of people’s daily work and life, bringing
great convenience. Meanwhile, it is always threatening peo-
ple’s property and information security because of the secu-
rity threats. Therefore, it is of great significance to study
network information security and related technologies. At
present, as an important direction of network security
research, the network intrusion detection method has
attracted the interest of many researchers [1].

Network intrusion detection, as an important dynamic
security technology, is the most widely used and effective
active network security defence method at present, which
makes up for the deficiency of static security technology.
Intrusion detection technology is mainly divided into two
categories: misuse intrusion detection and anomaly intrusion
detection [2]. With the aid of the established database of
known intrusion behavior characteristics, misuse intrusion

detection technology can use the database to real-time mon-
itor the network data flow in pattern matching and thus
determine whether the network behavior and its variant
behavior are abnormal. When the data traffic characteristics
and features in the database intersect any of the detection
rules, it can be concluded that an invasion has occurred. Mis-
use intrusion detection technology relies on the characteristic
library of known intrusion behaviors, which can detect the
known intrusion behavior quickly and accurately, thus,
determine which type it belongs to. Unfortunately, it cannot
detect the network intrusion behavior of an unknown attack
type. By establishing the normal behavior characteristic data-
base, the abnormal intrusion detection technology can solve
the above problem. When the behavior characteristics of net-
work data do not conform to the rules of the normal behavior
characteristic database, the behavior is determined as net-
work intrusion behavior. This technique can detect the intru-
sion behavior of an unknown attack type, but its false
detection rate and missed detection are high [3]. With the
increasing diversification and complexity of network
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intrusion behaviors, the network intrusion detection system
based on anomaly detection technology can better adapt to
the changeable network environment, which makes it more
popular at present.

In the network intrusion detection system with super-
vised anomaly detection, a large amount of normal behavior
data needs to be marked in the practical application process
to establish the normal behavior characteristic library. How-
ever, it is very difficult and costly to obtain pure and accurate
data sets of normal behavior in the real network environment
[4]. To solve this problem, the unsupervised anomaly detec-
tion method was proposed, which does not rely on labeled
data or requires manual or other methods to mark and clas-
sify the training data set [5]. Accordingly, the lack of training
data set for the detection model is alleviated to a certain
extent. However, the major challenges faced by it are still
lacking a large number of effective training data sets. How
to train the detection models with the network traffic data
from different data sources and protect their privacy is an
urgent problem to be solved.

Federated Learning [6], first proposed by Bernd, is an
effective way to solve the multisource data cotraining model,
whose purpose is to carry out collaborative training without
sharing private data. The model is not trained intensively
with the aggregated multisource data but trained coopera-
tively with them by only transmitting their relevant
encrypted parameters. With the wide application of Feder-
ated Learning in intrusion detection systems, researchers
have proposed a series of effective detection algorithms based
on it. For example, Wang et al. [7] proposed a method of
using a DCNN network to extract features under the feder-
ated learning mechanism and finally using the Softmax clas-
sifier model to carry out intrusion detection. Zhao et al. [8]
proposed a network intrusion detection classification model
(CNN-FL) that integrates Federated Learning and convolu-
tional neural network (CNN), and it used multisource data
to cotrain the same model to improve the classification accu-
racy of the classifier. Wei et al. [9] proposed a cross-platform
malicious user detection method for social networks based
on vertical federated learning, which combined multiparty
data for modeling and analysis and finally realized more
accurate detection of malicious users.

In order to further improve the detection rate of wireless
network intrusion detection system, reduce the false detec-
tion rate, flexibly discover the attack behavior of unknown
attack types, and efficiently reduce the training time of the
model, this paper proposes an improved k-means clustering
intrusion detection algorithm for wireless network based on
Federated Learning. This algorithm no longer takes Euclid-
ean distance as the measurement method between data
objects of wireless network but uses cosine distance [10]
which is more suitable for high-dimensional network data
to describe the similarity between objects and then measures
the similarity between any two data objects from multiple
perspectives, making the measurement results more reason-
able and accurate. At the same time, this algorithm improves
k-means clustering by combining three-way decision ideas,
realizes the dynamic adjustment of k values by setting the
threshold α, and also realizes the delayed decision of uncer-

tain network data by using the q neighborhood of data
objects, thus, further improving the detection rate of the
intrusion detection system and reducing the false detection
rate.

In this paper, we choose the open data set AWID [11] of
the wireless network to do the experiments and the method
of principal component analysis (PCA) [12] to reduce the
dimensionality of experimental data, which significantly
decreases the data feature scale and improves the perfor-
mance of the algorithm. Experimental results show that,
compared with the traditional wireless network intrusion
detection algorithm, the proposed algorithm in this paper
not only realizes the purpose of expanding the amount of
training data but also improves the performance of the detec-
tion rate, the false detection rate, and the discovery of
unknown attack types under the condition of ensuring the
data privacy security.

2. Intrusion Detection Model Based on
Federated Learning

As an artificial intelligence algorithm, Federated Learning is
designed to ensure the security of private data while sharing
and using local private data. It solves the problem that multi-
ple computing nodes train the global model together without
exchanging the original data. In Federated Learning, the
global model is trained among a large number of participants
in a distributed means. To avoid the server accessing local
data, the participants only train the model locally and update
the global model only by passing model parameters to the
server. In this paper, it is applied to the wireless network
intrusion detection system under the condition of lacking a
large amount of effective training data. Instead, it makes full
use of the local network data to assist in training the detection
model. Accordingly, the overall performance of the detection
model can be improved, and the privacy data leakage prob-
lem can be avoided in the process of data transmission [13].
The intrusion detection model based on Federated Learning
is shown in Figure 1, where it is assumed that there areH par-
ticipants with the same goal to jointly train the global classi-
fier. In each iteration, the server passes the global modelM to
each participant, and the participant trains it separately
through local wireless network data. After the local training
is completed, each participant passes the model parameters
back to the server, and the server updates the global parame-
ters by averaging the model parameters of each participant
and sends the new parameters to each participant. The core
function adopted by the classifier model in this paper is the
improved k-means clustering function, and the model
parameter passed in the iteration process is the k-means clus-
tering threshold α. The updating process of the global model
is shown in

Mαt+1 =
1
H

〠
H

H=1
MαHt , ð1Þ

where Mαt+1 is the model parameter at the moment of t + 1
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iteration, andMαHt is the model parameters uploaded by the
H-th participant after t iterations.

3. Improved K-Means Clustering Algorithm

3.1. Traditional K-Means Clustering Algorithm. The tradi-
tional k-means clustering algorithm takes the Euclidean
distance between data objects as the basis to measure
whether the connection between data objects is close and
considers that the closer the feature attributes are, the
smaller the distance between data objects [14, 15]. It fol-
lows two assumptions of clustering: (1) the number of
normal data objects in the whole test data set is far greater
than that of abnormal data objects; (2) there are obvious
differences between normal data objects and abnormal
data objects. The traditional k-means clustering algorithm
is as follows.

It is a typical two-way clustering method based on the
idea of two-way decision, that is, to determine whether a data
object belongs to a certain class cluster or not. With the
increasing diversity and complexity of wireless network
intrusion, the two-way clustering algorithm has some short-
comings when dealing with network data sets. On the one
hand, clustering results cannot fully reflect the properties of
all data objects themselves. For example, in Figure 2, accord-
ing to the traditional two-way clustering method, data objects
X1 and X2 are grouped into two clusters C1 and C2, respec-
tively. There are significant differences between data points
X1, X2, and data objects in the corresponding clusters.
Therefore, the adoption of two-way clustering method will
inevitably reduce the intrusion detection rate while increase
the false detection rate. On the other hand, the traditional k
-means clustering algorithm adopts a fixed value of k, the
number of categories of all data behavior, which is difficult
to predict exactly in advance. Therefore, the fixed k will affect
the accuracy of classification and judgment of wireless net-
work data.

3.2. The Improved K-Means Clustering Algorithm by
Combining Three-Way Decisions

3.2.1. Idea of the Three-Way Clustering. To solve the prob-
lems existing in the application of traditional clustering algo-
rithms in the intrusion detection systems, many scholars
have improved the two-way clustering algorithm by intro-
ducing the three-way decision idea into the clustering algo-
rithm and then proposed the three-way clustering method.
The core idea is to extend the decision items into positive
domain decision, negative domain decision, and boundary
domain decision [16, 17]. If you have a full grasp of and a
comprehensive understanding of things, you can directly
make a judgment of acceptance or rejection; otherwise, fur-
ther investigation is manifested as a delay in decision making
[18, 19]. Taking Figure 3 as an example, using the traditional
two-way clustering method, data objects X1 and X2 can only
be classified C1 and C2, respectively. But there are significant
differences between data objects X1 and X2 and those in clas-
ses C1 and C2. The clustering results are shown in Figure 3.
The three-way clustering method is used for clustering, and
the results are shown in Figure 4. X1 and X2 are divided into
the boundary region of C1 and C2, respectively, which can be
used as uncertain data objects for further processing. Com-
pared with the traditional two-way clustering method, it
has obvious advantages in structure and can further cluster
and judge outlier data points according to their particularity.

The three-way clustering method is an extension of the
traditional two-way clustering method, which is a solution
to the reasonable classification of uncertain data objects. If
it is difficult to determine the category of the data object
immediately, it can assign to the boundary area. The data
objects whose category can be determined accurately assign
to the core area.

For data set X = fx1, x2,⋯, xng, assume that C = fC1,
C2,⋯, Ckg is the result of using the two-way clustering
method to cluster X. Each category Ci is improved according
to the three-way decision idea, and it is represented as Ci =
CP
i ∪ CB

i by two setsCP
i andCB

i , where they are

CP
i ≠ ϕ, i = 1, 2,⋯, k, ð2Þ

Participant 1

Participant 2
Participant 3 Participant 4

Participant 5

Server

Upload gradient parameters
Download the global model

Figure 1: The intrusion detection model based on Federated Learning.
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U

i=1
k

CP
i ∪ CB

i

� �
= X,

ð3Þ

where CP
i , CB

i are called the core region and the boundary
region of the class, respectively. The data objects in the core

region are determined to belong to a class Ci, while the data
objects in the boundary region may belong to a class Ci.

In the process of intrusion detection, the core region data
are directly classified as intrusion data or normal data, and
the boundary region data are deferred to decide to reduce
misjudgment.

3.2.2. Three-Way Dynamic Threshold K-Means Clustering
Algorithm. In general, the same kind of behavior data in the
network intrusion detection system has a high similarity
[20], so the vast majority of boundary region CB

i in the result
set based on the three-way clustering algorithm can be basi-
cally determined as behavior data that is not of the same kind
with the core region CP

i . On the basis of the traditional three-
way clustering algorithm based on q neighborhood, the fol-
lowing improved k-means clustering algorithm of three-
way dynamic threshold is proposed to eliminate the influence
of human intervening k value on the clustering effect of the k
-means algorithm.

In the process of k-means clustering, a distance threshold
α is introduced, which is predicted by the hard clustering
algorithm and dynamically optimized during the algorithm
execution. It adopts distance as the similarity evaluation
index, and the introduction of α can effectively cluster those

1. Input: data sample set X = fx1, x2,⋯, xng and the number of clustering k.
2. Initialize: Randomly select k data objects to form the first cluster center point set U = fu1, u2, ::, ukg from the data set X = fx1, x2
,⋯, xng.
3. Repeat:
3. Calculate the distance dðxi, ujÞ between all xi in X and k cluster center points uj.
4. Update the cluster Cj = fxijdðxi, ujÞ ≤ dðxi, ulÞ, j ≠ lg.
5. Recalculate the new mean in each cluster uj = 1/jCjj∑xi∈Cj

xi.

6. Update the cluster center point set U = fu1, u2, ::, ukg.
7. Calculate the objective function J =∑k

j=1∑xi∈Cj
dðxi, ujÞ2.

8. Until: J convergence.
9. Output: k clusters.

Algorithm 1:

C2

C1

X1

X2

Figure 2: The diagram of data set.

C2

C1

X1

X2

Figure 3: The result of two-way clustering.

C1

C2

X1

X2

Figure 4: The result of three-way clustering.
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outlier data objects separately, which can be used as a new
clustering center to participate in data training. The dynamic
adjustment of the clustering center can eliminate the influ-
ence of human intervening k value on the clustering effect
of the k-means algorithm to a certain extent.

The k-means clustering algorithm based on three-way
dynamic thresholds is as follows.

The final clustering result consists of two data sets CB and
CP, where CP contains all the core region data objects
through deterministic division and CB contains the deter-
ministic data objects obtained from all the data in the uncer-
tainty border area by a secondary deterministic division. The
accuracy of the resulting clustering set is significantly higher
than that of the traditional two-way clustering algorithm.

3.3. Similarity Measure of the Multiple Perspective Cosine
Distance. Euclidean distance is a commonmeasure of the dis-
tance between samples used in clustering algorithms. As
shown in equations (4) and (5), the traditional k-means clus-
tering method achieves the purpose of clustering byminimiz-
ing the sum of the distance between each sample and the

center of the class.

dist xi, x j
� �

= xi − x j
2, ð4Þ

min 〠
k

r=1
〠
xi∈Sr

xi − Cr
2: ð5Þ

In the methods of similarity measurement between sam-
ples, Euclidean distance focuses on measuring the numerical
differences of attribute values between samples, while cosine
distance, mainly measuring the differences between dimen-
sions without paying attention to the numerical differences,
focuses on the consistency of value directions between
dimensions. For wireless network data with higher dimen-
sions, these two traditional measurement methods have their
limitations. In this paper, the improved cosine distance mea-
surement method is introduced to the k-means clustering
algorithm of wireless network data, and the similarity
between data objects in a wireless network is measured from
multiple perspectives to obtain a more reasonable and real
similarity between two data objects, thus, making the

1. Input: data sample set X = fx1, x2,⋯, xng and the number of clustering k.
2. Initialize: Randomly select k data objects to form the first cluster center point set U = fu1, u2, ::, ukg from the data set X = fx1, x2
,⋯, xng.
3. Loop:
4. Repeat:
5. Calculate the distance dðxi, ujÞ between all remaining xi in X and k cluster center points uj.
6. Update the cluster Cj = fxijdðxi, ujÞ ≤ dðxi, ulÞ, j ≠ lg.
7. Calculate α = 1/k∑k

j=1ð1/jCjj∑idðxi, ujÞÞ.
8. Traverse all fxijxi ∉Ug in X= {x1,x2,…,xn},

IF ∃dðxi, ujÞ < α, xi belongs to Cj ′ = fxijdðxi, ujÞ ≤ dðxi, ulÞ, j ≠ lg;
ELSE.
Let uk+1= xi, update the center point set to U = fu1, u2,⋯, uk, uk + 1g, where xi is the stand-alone cluster in the X

and the cluster number is updated to k′.
9. Recalculate the new mean in each cluster uj ′ = 1/jCj ′j∑xi∈Cj

′xi.
10. Update the cluster center point set U = fu1, u2, ::, ukg:
11. Calculate the objective function J =∑k

j=1′ ∑xi∈Cj
′dðxi, uj ′Þ

2
:

12. Until: J convergence.
13. Obtain the two-way clustering result: C′ = fC1 ′, C2 ′,⋯, Ck′′g.
14. Calculate q = 1/10k′∑k

j=1′ jCj ′j.
15. Traverse all the class Cj ′ in C′ = fC1 ′, C2 ′,⋯, Ck′′g:

∀xi ∉ Cj ′, consider the q neighborhood of xi, i.e., NeigqðxiÞ, which is the set of q data points closest to xi. IF NeigqðxiÞ
∩ Cj ′ ≠ ϕ, we have xi ∈ CB

j ′;
∀xi ∈ Cj ′, IF NeigqðxiÞ ⊆ Ci ′, xi ∈ CP

j ′; ELSE xi ∈ CB
j ′.

16. Obtain CP = fCP
1 ′, CP

2 ′,⋯, CP
k′ ′g and CB = CB

1 ′ ∪ CB
2 ′ ∪⋯∪ CB

k′ ′.
17. Let X = CB

1 ′ ∪ CB
2 ′ ∪⋯∪ CB

k′
′, then randomly select k data objects to form the first cluster center point set U = fu1, u2, ::, ukg from

X.
18. Do “Loop” on the set X = CB

1 ′ ∪ CB
2 ′ ∪⋯∪ CB

k′ ′.
19. Obtain the two-way clustering result:CB′ = fC1′ , C2′ ,⋯, C

k′
′ g.

20. Output: the final clustering result C = fCB′ , CPg.

Algorithm 2
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clustering results more ideal. The distance based on cosine
can be expressed as:

dist xi, x j
� �

= 1 − cos xi, x j
� �

= 1 −
xTi x j
xi × x j

, ð6Þ

where cos ðxi, x jÞ is the cosine value of the angle between xi
and x j, measuring the similarity between the data objects
[18]. According to equation (6), the cosine distance can be
regarded as the angle between two objects observed from
the perspective of the origin. Therefore, the cosine distance
can also be expressed as:

dist xi, x j
� �

= 1 − cos xi − 0, x j − 0
� �

= 1 −
xi − 0ð ÞT x j − 0

� �

xi − 0 × x j − 0 :

ð7Þ

Equation (7) only takes 0 as the reference point, and the
angle between two objects is only the angle from the origin,
as shown in Figure 5(a). However, if two data objects are
approximately in line with the origin, the cosine distance
measurement with the origin as the only reference point will
lose its effect, as shown in Figure 5(b). Therefore, cosine dis-
tance measurement from multiple perspectives will be effec-
tive in solving this problem.

Introduce a third nonorigin point dh as the reference
point, and the distance between the data xi and x j can be
expressed as:

dist xi, x j
� �

= 1 − cos xi − dh, x j − dh
� �

= 1 −
xi − dhð ÞT x j − dh

� �

xi − dh × x j − dh
:

ð8Þ

When measuring the similarity between two data objects,
we can observe the angle between two data objects from each
point in the reference point set Sh, that is, the angle between
vectors xi − dh and x j − dh. The distance between data xi and
x j can be expressed by the mean of the cosine distance
observed from multiple reference points:

dist xi, x j
� �

= 1 −
1

∣Sh ∣
〠
dh∈sh

cos xi − dh, x j − dh
� �

= 1 −
1

∣Sh ∣
〠
dh∈Sh

xi − dhð ÞT x j − dh

� �

xi − dh × x j − dh
,

ð9Þ

where ∣Sh ∣ is the base of the set Sh.
The main idea of selecting reference points for multiple

perspectives is as follows.
Assume that A is the point on the outer hypersphere of

the unit hypercube in the n-dimensional space, and O is the
center of the sphere. When point A is selected on the unit
hypersphere according to the equal angular step of the spher-
ical coordinates, in the Cartesian coordinate system OX1X2
⋯ Xn, the Cartesian coordinates ðX1, X2, ⋯,XnÞ of point A

can be calculated as follows:

X1 =
ffiffiffi
n

p
2

cos
πk1
N

k1 = 1, 2,⋯,N − 1ð Þ,

X2 =
ffiffiffi
n

p
2

sin
πk1
N

cos
πk2
N

k1, k2 = 1, 2,⋯,N − 1ð Þ,
⋯⋯

Xn−2 =
ffiffiffi
n

p
2

sin
πk1
N

sin
πk2
N

⋯ cos
πkn−2
N

� k1,⋯,kn−2 = 1, 2,⋯,N − 1ð Þ,

Xn−1 =
ffiffiffi
n

p
2

sin
πk1
N

sin
πk2
N

⋯ sin
πkn−2
N

cos
2πkn−1
N

� k1,⋯,kn−2 = 1, 2,⋯,N − 1, kn−1 = 0, 1, 2,⋯,N − 1ð Þ,

Xn =
ffiffiffi
n

p
2

sin
πk1
N

sin
πk2
N

⋯ sin
πkn−2
N

sin
2πkn−1
N

� k1,⋯,kn−2 = 1, 2,⋯,N − 1, kn−1 = 0, 1, 2,⋯,N − 1ð Þ:
ð10Þ

In particular, suppose that A is any a point on the unit
sphere in three-dimensional space, α1 is the angle between

OA
�!

and the x-axis, and α2 is the angle between the projection

of OA
�!

on the plane YOZ and the y-axis, as shown in
Figure 6(a). When choosing point A on the unit hypersphere
by equal angular step, let α1 = πk1/Nðk1 = 0, 1, 2,⋯,N − 1Þ,
where λ1 = π/N is the radian step length of α1 whose value

varies with k1. X = ∣OA�! ∣ cos α1 is the coordinate of OA
�!

on

the x-axis, and ∣OA�! ∣ sin α1 is the projection of OA
�!

on the
plane YOZ. Let α2 = 2πk1/Nðk2 = 0, 1, 2,⋯,N − 1Þ, and we

can obtain the coordinates of the vector OA
�!

on the y-axis
and z-axis:

Y = ∣OA�! ∣ sin α1 cos α2 =
ffiffiffi
n

p
2

sin α1 cos α2 =
ffiffiffi
3

p

2
sin α1 cos α2,

ð11Þ

Z = ∣OA�!∣ sin α1 sin α2 =
ffiffiffi
n

p
2

sin α1 sin α2 =
ffiffiffi
3

p

2
sin α1 sin α2,

ð12Þ
where n is the spatial dimension, and the value of n in three-
dimensional space is 3. Thus, the coordinates of point A in
the spatial Cartesian coordinate system are ðX, Y , ZÞ. For
example, in three-dimensional space, when N = 3 is selected,
the datum point coordinates obtained by the multiple per-
spective method are shown in Table 1 and Figure 6(b).

The datum point set Sh contains data objects from all
angles, so the cosine distance can more reasonably mea-
sure the similarity between two high-dimensional data
objects in the case of multiple perspectives. In this paper,
the multiple perspective cosine distance is used as the dis-
tance measurement method of the improved k-means clus-
tering and applied to the wireless network intrusion

6 Wireless Communications and Mobile Computing



detection algorithm, and more accurate detection results
are obtained. Compared with the traditional Euclidean dis-
tance, this algorithm adopts the cosine distance to calcu-
late the distance between high-dimensional data objects,
which ensures a higher detection rate and a lower false
detection rate. Unfortunately, its time complexity increases
significantly, thus, decreasing its detection efficiency.
Therefore, the PCA method is used to reduce the dimen-
sionality of the data set in the wireless network, reducing
the impact of the time complexity on the detection effi-
ciency of intrusion detection.

4. Improved K-Means Clustering Intrusion
Detection Algorithm for the Wireless
Networks Based on Federated Learning

In the improved k-means clustering intrusion detection algo-
rithm for the wireless network based on Federated Learning,
each participant with the local training data set needs not to
share its private data set and preprocesses its local data by
itself. All participants use the processed data set to train the
classifier model and timely transmit the related parameters.
Each participant trains the classifier model by downloading
the latest global model parameters in the next iteration. The
classifier has a good detection effect on all data sets by cyclic
iteration until the overall model reaches the optimal, as
shown in Figure 7.

During the actual training, participants and the server
exchange relevant parameters at the proper time. In this
paper, we assume that each participant is an independent
and equal individual, and its training data size is equal
or the difference is small. Therefore, the server carries
out an arithmetic average operation on the model param-
eters uploaded by each participant. The algorithm is as
follows:

𝜃

X

Y

Z

b (X2, Y2, Z2)

a (X1, Y1, Z1)

(a)

𝜃

X

Y

Z

c (X3, Y3, Z3)

d (X4, Y4, Z4)

(b)

Figure 5: Measures the distance between data objects from the origin.

Y

X

a1

a2

A

Z

O

(a)

O

X4
X5

X6

X3

X1

X2

(b)

Figure 6: Three-dimensional space datum point set.

Table 1: Coordinates of 6 datum points.

X-axis Y-axis Z-axis

0.43301 0.750 0

0.43301 -0.375 0.649510

0.43301 -0.375 -0.649510

-0.43301 0.750 0

-0.43301 -0.375 0.649510

-0.43301 -0.375 -0.649510
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5. Experiments and Result Analysis

The experimental equipment in this paper is 11 laptop com-
puters with Windows 10 operating system, Intel i5 CPU, and
8G memory, where one acts as the server. The experimental
data set is the wireless network data set AWID. The develop-
ment environment is Python 3.7. The comparative tests are
as follows.

(1) For detection rate and false detection rate, the pro-
posed algorithm is compared with the intrusion
detection algorithms based on traditional KNN clas-
sification and the density clustering DBSCAN

(2) For detecting unknown attack types, the proposed
algorithm is compared with the intrusion detection

algorithms based on traditional KNN classification
and the density clustering DBSCAN

5.1. Experimental Data Set. The AWID data set is derived
from Kolias, which is the network attack data set collected

Intrusion detection

Federated learning

Dimensionality reduction

Data pre-processing

Data acquisition

Response mechanism

Data processing

Data detection

Test data set

Local machine Local machineServer

Sample data Result data

Data selection Data cutting

Numerization of character data Data standardization

Reducing the dimensionality by PCA

Figure 7: Framework of the improved k-means clustering intrusion detection algorithm based on Federated Learning.

1. Input: Data sample set X = fx1, x2,⋯,xng, the step length of multiple perspective N, the initial cluster number k, the weight vector
l = ðl1, l2,⋯,lpÞ, and the largest number of iterations T.
2. Initialize: Reduce the dimensionality of all the data objects in the local data set X = fx1, x2,⋯,xng by use of l = ðl1, l2,⋯,lpÞ .
3. Repeat:
3. Each participant calculate U = fU1,U2,⋯,Ung according to k-means algorithm.
4. Each participant passes the k-means clustering threshold αt to the server.
5. The server sends the new threshold αt+1 = 1/H∑H

H=1 a
H
t to each participant.

6. t = t + 1
7. Until: t = T .
8. Output: Clustering result sets C.

Algorithm 3:

Table 2: Data distribution.

Data type Training data set Testing data set

Normal 1633190 530785

Flooding 48484 8097

Impersonation 48522 20079

Injection 65379 16682

Total 1795575 575643
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under the real WiFi network environment with the largest
and most comprehensive data volume [21, 22]. According
to the attack type level, the dataset is divided into two data
subsets: the CLS dataset with four large attack types and
the ATK dataset with 16 seed attack types. The 16 seed
attack types of the latter are included in the four major
attack types of the former. For example, the attack types
of Caffe-Latte, Hirte, Honeypot, and EvilTwin in the
ATK data set belong to the camouflage attack types in
the CLS data set. At the same time, the AWID data set
includes two versions: complete data set and condensed
data set. This paper uses the condensed version of the
CLS dataset. The distribution of data types in the dataset
is shown in Table 2, and a normal data record in the data-
set is

(0,0,0,1393661303,0.055325,0.055325,0.081227,159,159,-
0,0,0,0,26,1,1,1,1,0,1,0,0,0,0,0,1,0,0,1,0,0,0,0,0x00000000,0,0,-

0,2101680214,0,0,0,0,1,0,0,0,1,2437,0,1,0,1,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,-
32,1,0,0x08,0,0,8,0x00,

0,0,0,0,0,0,0,ff:ff:ff:ff:ff:ff,ff:ff:ff:ff:ff:ff,00 :
13 : 33 : 87 : 62:6d,00 : 13 : 33 : 87 : 62:6d,00 : 13 : 33 : 87 : 62:6-
d,0,3684,0,0,0,0,0,0,1,1,
0,0x0000,1,0,0,0,0,1,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0x00000044a18671b-
c,100,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,1,OTE29224e,6,0,1,0,0-
x00,0,1,2,2,1,2,0,0,0x0000,
0x0000,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0).

The process of data set preprocessing includes data com-
pletion, data rationalization, numerization of character data,
data normalization, and reduction of the data attribute
dimensionality.

5.1.1. Data Clipping. In the AWID data set, some attributes
of a few network data are missing. To ensure the effective-
ness of its results, delete those attributes with the missing

1.Input: The wireless network Data x = ðx1, x2,⋯,xpÞTand principal component cumulative variance contribution threshold R.

2. Initialize: Construct the initial forward transformation weight vector l = ðl1, l2,⋯,lpÞT, the initial backward transformation weight

vector l′ = ðl1′ , l2′ ,⋯, lp′Þ
T
, and the backward transformation data set x′ = ðx1′ , x2′ ,⋯, xp′Þ

T
.

3. i =1.
4. Repeat

IF VarðyiÞ = lTi ∑li reaches its maximum, get yi:
i = i + 1

5.Until i = J
6. Determine m, the number of selected principal components, according to R and then obtain y = ðy1, y2,⋯,ymÞT.
7. IF D = 1/n∑p

i=1ðxi − xi′Þ
2
, the mean square error, reaches its minimum, get the best l = ðl1, l2,⋯,lpÞT and l′ = ðl1′ , l2′ ,⋯, lp′Þ

T
.

8. Obtain the final y = ðy1, y2,⋯,ymÞT according to the best l = ðl1, l2,⋯,lpÞT.
9. Output: the final principal component data set y = ðy1, y2,⋯,ymÞT.

Algorithm 4:

Table 3: Dimension reduction data results of PCA.

Component
Initial eigenvalue Extracted square sum of load Rotated square sum of load

Total Variance % Acc. % Total Variance % Acc. % Total Variance % Acc. %

1 11.144 14.472 14.472 11.144 14.472 14.472 11.063 14.367 14.367

2 9.271 12.040 26.513 9.271 12.040 26.513 6.425 8.345 22.712

3 7.302 9.483 35.996 7.302 9.483 35.996 6.186 8.033 30.745

4 6.640 8.624 44.620 6.640 8.624 44.620 5.937 7.710 38.455

5 5.745 7.461 52.081 5.745 7.461 52.081 5.741 7.456 45.910

6 3.703 4.809 56.890 3.703 4.809 56.890 4.858 6.309 52.219

7 2.594 3.368 60.259 2.594 3.368 60.259 3.768 4.893 57.113

8 2.468 3.206 63.464 2.468 3.206 63.464 2.532 3.288 60.401

9 2.147 2.788 66.252 2.147 2.788 66.252 2.440 3.169 63.570

10 2.001 2.599 68.851 2.001 2.599 68.851 2.205 2.863 66.433

11 1.623 2.108 70.959 1.623 2.108 70.959 2.105 2.734 69.167

12 1.408 1.829 72.788 1.408 1.829 72.788 2.003 2.601 71.769

13 1.219 1.583 74.370 1.219 1.583 74.370 1.750 2.272 74.041

14 1.199 1.557 75.927 1.199 1.557 75.927 1.442 1.873 75.914

15 1.024 1.330 77.258 1.024 1.330 77.258 1.031 1.339 77.253

16 1.000 1.299 78.556 1.000 1.299 78.556 1.003 1.303 78.556
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rate of 80% or more and fill the remaining attribute bits
with 0 s.

5.1.2. Data Selection. The number of normal behavior
records in the AWID is far greater than the number of attack
behavior records. Such is the case in the real network envi-
ronment. Therefore, we select the 10 : 1 normal behavior
record and aggressive behavior record as the training data
set to construct the classifier. To fully verify the detection
performance of the proposed algorithm on the data behav-
iors of different attack types, we also select 10 : 1 normal
behavior records and attack behavior records to build a test
data set. Besides, the training data set and test data set allo-
cated to each participant contain a different number of attack
behaviors. To the greatest extent, it restored the situation that
some attack behavior data in the local data set of some users
in the real wireless network environment is less or does not
exist, but it can also have the ability to detect such attack
behavior through the training of the Federated Learning
detection model.

5.1.3. Numerization of Character Data. The hexadecimal
attribute value in the AWID is converted to the decimal attri-
bute value, the MAC address attribute value is converted to
the number of its occurrence in the whole data set, and the
data attribute value in the form of characters is numerically
processed by the one-hot encoding [23, 24] method. The
character attribute variable processed by the encoding
method can retain the influence degree of the original attri-
bute on the clustering result more reasonably.

5.1.4. Dimensionality Reduction of Data Attributes. The wire-
less network data in the AWID has 154 attribute values. In
this paper, we delete all the attributes with the same values
in the data set before the experiment and use the PCA to
extract the attributes with a greater contribution rate to
reduce the dimensionality of the wireless network data and
then reduce the time complexity of the detection algorithm.

5.1.5. Data Standardization. Different attributes in the data
set have different ranges. To reduce the impact of such differ-
ence on the detection model, we can use z-score standardiza-
tion [25, 26] on the data to make it a normal distribution.
Using distance to measure similarity and the PCA to reduce
dimensions, the z-score normalization is better than the Min-
max normalization in classification and clustering algorithms.

yi =
xi − μ

σ
, ð13Þ

where yi represents the normalized data of xi, xi represents the
i-th eigenvalue, μ represents the data mean value of the feature,
and σ represents the standard data deviation of the feature.

5.2. PCA Method for Dimensionality Reduction of Wireless
Network Data. In wireless network data, each piece of network
data often involves dozens or even hundreds of attribute vari-
ables. Too many attribute variables will not only increase the
time complexity of the detection algorithm but also bring dif-
ficulties to the reasonable analysis of detection results.

Although each attribute variable of the network data provides
a certain amount of information, its importance and contribu-
tion vary. Moreover, in most cases, there is a certain correla-
tion between various attribute variables of network data,
which makes the information provided by these attribute var-
iables overlap to a certain extent and affects the accuracy of
detection results. Therefore, we adopt the PCAmethod to deal
with these attribute variables and replace the original attribute
variables with a small number of variables, so as to achieve
dimensionality reduction of wireless network data [27]. The
dimensionality reduction process is as follows.

In wireless network data set AWID (154 attributes) [28],
the 77-dimensional attributes that have an influence on clus-
tering results were extracted and dimensional reduction was
conducted by the PCAmethod. The principal component var-
iance contribution rate and cumulative variance contribution
rate obtained were shown in Table 3. When the PCA is used
to reduce the dimensionality of wireless network data sets,
the appropriate number of principal components can be
selected by adjusting the threshold value of the contribution

Table 4: Structure of test data sets in experiments of the ACC and
FAR.

Name of data
set

Normal
data/piece

Attack
data/piece

Attack
behavior/type

H1 1000 100 3

H2 2000 200 5

H3 3000 300 6

H4 4000 400 8

H5 5000 500 10

H6 6000 600 11

H7 7000 700 13

H8 8000 800 14

H9 9000 900 15

H10 10000 1000 16

Table 5: Structure of test data sets in experiments of detecting
unknown attack types.

Name of
data set

Normal
data/piece

Attack
data/piece

Attack
behavior/type

Unknown
attack

behavior/type

D1 1000 100 2 1

D2 2000 200 3 2

D3 3000 300 3 3

D4 4000 400 4 4

D5 5000 500 5 5

D6 6000 600 5 6

D7 7000 700 6 7

D8 8000 800 6 8

D9 9000 900 6 9

D10 10000 1000 6 10
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rate of cumulative variance of principal components. The
choice of principal component quantity directly affects the
characterization ability of original network data. Choosing a
small number of principal components to replace the original
data may result in poor clustering results and greatly reduce
the detection performance of intrusion detection algorithm.
Selecting a large number of principal components to replace
the original data cannot achieve the purpose of dimensionality
reduction. Therefore, how to choose the appropriate number
of principal components to replace the original network data
needs to be decided according to the specific algorithm and
algorithm function, so as to achieve the goal of data dimen-

sionality reduction to the maximum extent on the basis of
guaranteeing the high performance of the algorithm. After
many experiments, this paper selects the first 16 attributes
after dimensionality reduction to carry out intrusion detection
experiments and obtains the most ideal detection results.
When additional attributes were added for the experiment,
the time complexity gradually increased, but the intrusion
detection results did not change significantly, so the first 16
attributes were selected in this paper.

5.3. Analysis of Experimental Results. In this paper, detection
rate ACC and false detection rate FAR are used as
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performance evaluation indexes of wireless network intru-
sion detection algorithm [29]. The details are as follows:

(1) Detection rate ACC is the ratio between the network
data of the correctly judged category and the sum of
network data. The higher the detection rate, the bet-
ter the performance of the intrusion detection
algorithm

ACC = TP + TN
TP + TN + FP + FN

: ð14Þ

(2) False detection rate FAR is the ratio between the
amount of normal behavior data wrongly judged as
aggressive behavior and the sum of normal behavior
data. In intrusion detection algorithms, the lower
the false detection rate, the better the detection per-
formance of the algorithm

FAR =
FP

TN + FP
, ð15Þ

where TN (true negative) represents the number of net-
work data behaviors that correctly identified as normal;

TP (true positive) refers to the amount of network data
that correctly identifies the network attack behavior as
the attack type; FN (false negative) represents the amount
of data that misidentifies the network attack behavior as
normal; FP (false positive) refers to the amount of net-
work data that wrongly identifies normal data behavior
as some attack behavior.

To avoid the contingency of experimental results caused
by intrusion detection algorithm testing on a single experi-
mental data set, experimental data sets H1 −H10 and D1 −
D10 of different sizes with different attack behavior classes
are randomly selected from the CLS data set for experiments.
The structure of the data sets used in the experiments is
shown in Tables 4 and 5, according to which the sample data
are extracted from the CLS data sets. The attack behavior
data of data set D1 −D10 all contain several unknown attack
behavior data of corresponding class number (disguised by
known attack behavior), which is used for the comparative
experiments of the performance of intrusion detection algo-
rithm to detect unknown attack behavior.

5.3.1. Experiments of ACC and FAR. Intrusion detection algo-
rithms based on traditional KNN classification and density
clustering DBSCAN are compared with the proposed algo-
rithm. When the number of participants R is 2, 4, 6, 8, and
10, ten test data sets H1, H2, H3, H4, H5, H6, H7, H8, H9,
and H10 are randomly selected from the test data packets
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Figure 11: Comparison of ACC and FAR in experiment 1, R = 8.
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Figure 12: Comparison of ACC and FAR in experiment 1, R = 10.
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for comparative experiments. The experimental results are
shown in Figures 8–12.

5.3.2. Experiments of Detecting Unknown Attack Types. For
detecting the unknown attack types, the proposed algorithm
based on Federated Learning is compared with intrusion
detection algorithms based on traditional KNN classification
and density clustering DBSCAN. When the number of par-
ticipants R is 2, 4, 6, 8, and 10, ten test data sets D1, D2, D3
, D4, D5, D6, D7, D8, D9, and D10 are randomly selected
from the test data packets for comparative experiments.
The experimental results are as shown in Figures 13–17.

Through the above comparative experiments, the results
show that with the increasing number of participants, the
detection performance of the proposed algorithm based on
Federated Learning in terms of detection rate, false detection
rate, and other aspects maintains at a relatively stable level. It
fully verifies the feasibility of this detection algorithm in the
real network environment where local data is protected and
training data is scarce. Compared with the intrusion detec-
tion algorithms based on traditional KNN classification and
density clustering DBSCAN, our algorithm has significant
improvement in detection rate, false detection rate, and

detection of unknown attack behavior. The AWID data set
can well represent the characteristics of the original attributes
after dimensionality reduction by the PCA method, which
can achieve dimensionality reduction, reduce the time
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Figure 13: Detection rate of detecting unknown attack types, R = 10.
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Figure 14: Detection rate of detecting unknown attack types, R = 8.
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Figure 15: Detection rate of detecting unknown attack types, R = 6.
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complexity, improve the detection efficiency, and ensure a
higher detection rate and a lower false detection rate.

6. Conclusion

To allow multiple participants to conduct cooperative train-
ing on a global model without sharing their private data, pro-
tect participants’ local data, and expand the amount of data
in the training model, this paper proposes an improved k
-means clustering intrusion detection algorithm based on
Federated Learning for the wireless network. This algorithm
is combined with three-way decision ideas and introduced a
multiple perspectives cosine distance as the similarity mea-
sure between data objects to improve and modify the k
-means clustering algorithm. Therefore, the clustering result
is more reasonable and the network data behavior is deter-
mined more accurately. As a result, the detection rate of the
algorithm is increased and the error detection rate is
decreased. This algorithm, however, is assumed under the
ideal condition of unobtrusive parameter transmitted
between participants and server, which may be different from
that in the real network environment. Moreover, the scale of
reference point set selected by the multiple perspective
method in this paper is so large that it will affect its overall
performance. In the future, we will continue to improve the
algorithm structure and use more appropriate data sets to
train the classifier, thus, ensuring the security of the interac-
tion between the participants and the server. We will also find
a more reasonable and effective way to select the reference
point and to reduce the dimensionality of experimental data
to further reduce its time complexity and improve its overall
performance.
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